
The Einhell TC-EH 1000 cable winch is a powerful helper designed with particular emphasis on safety. For extra safety while working there is an

operator switch with emergency stop function, a safety catch on the load hook, an automatic limit cut-out for the equipment, and an automatic brake

which secures the load in every position. Thanks to the 18 meter twist-free wire cable (Ø 6 mm), loads up to 500 kg can be lifted to heights up to 18 m

without the use of the guide roller (with guide roller: 999 kg/lifting height 9 m). The powerful 1,600 W drive delivers lifting speeds of 8 or 4 m per minute.

The motor with thermostatic switch contributes to a long service life. Thanks to the two double clamps, the equipment is easy to mount.

Electric Hoist

TC-EH 1000
Item No.: 2255160

Ident No.: 11029

Bar Code: 4006825627602

Features & Benefits
Extra-long, over 18 m twist-free wire cable (Ø 6 mm)-

The guide roller with load hook doubles the maximum load weight-

Operator switch with emergency stop function for extra safety-

The motor with thermo switch contributes to a long service life-

The safety catch on the hook ensures the load is lifted safely-

An automatic brake secures the load in every position-

The equipment is fitted with an automatic limit cut-out-

For easy mounting the equipment comes with two double clamps-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Max. power (S3 | S3%) 1600 W  |  25 %

- Payload without return pulley 500 kg

- Payload with return pulley 999 kg

- Lifting height without return pulley 18 m

- Lifting height with return pulley 9 m

- Hoisting speed without return pulley 8 m/min

- Hoisting speed with return pulley 4 m/min

Logistic Data
- Product weight 32 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 34.9 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 544 x 244 x 343 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 34.9 kg

- Dimensions export carton 557 x 248 x 364 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 570 | 0 | 0

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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